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PREFACE 

A Manual on Research Utilization is one of a'series of Institute publica~ 
tions on mental health services researr.h and development. The purpose of 
the series is to offer assistance to persons working toward continually 
increased effectiveness of delivering mental he~lth contributions to people 
in need. 

Reflected in aU publications in the series is }" three~phase process of 
services improvement through planning for creative change: . 

(1) Identification of problems and needs for change in services. 
Use _ oj Program Evaluation is one publication aimed toward the im

provement of formal approaches in front line facilities to help determine 
when change is'''"7"'"'or is not-needed. 

(2) Search. and research to provide direction for effective change to solve 
problems and meet needs. 

The publication, Innovations and Current Conclusions, issued several 
times each year, is to highlight innovative techniques. Information Sources 
and How To Use The1'1'/, is offered as an aid to mental health' workers seek
ing new knowledge through all relevant literature. A section' of this docu
ment, Manual on Research Utilization, has been addressed to those plan
ning original research on innovative mental health services delivery 
techniques. 

-(3) Promotion of the diffusion and adoption of innovations through 
planned change. 

Out of recognition that the dissemination of knowledge alone ushers 
little change, sections of the Manual on Research Utilization have been 
devoted to techniques of planned change, addressed to consultants and 
administrators/practitioners. F~r persons wishing to become more thor
oughly familiar with the utilization of knowledge in planned change, A 
DisUllation of Principles on ReseaTch Utilization . .. Volume I is offered. 
With the hope that it will foster continued investigations in refined tech
niques of change through utilization, A Distillation of Principles on Re
search Utilization . . , Volume II-Biblio!J1"(l,phY with Annotations has been 
issued as a part of this series. 

This malH,laI-in which current knowledge has -been reduced to the brief~ 
est form practicable-is presented as an initial guide toward bl'inging about 
continually more effective mental health services through the utilization 
of knowledge and planned change techniques. The employment of this 
specialized approach in mental health services is still new, so examples 
which ideally iIIustrate..techniques already used in mental health are not 
abundant. Research on planned change specific to mental health is, for the 
most part, in the early stages. Most of the findings and principles have 
come from other fields, including agriculture and education. On the other 
hand, results from three NIMH~supported researches on the topic have 
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yielded results which parallel closely those from other fields. Fo~ that 
reason, at least cautious generaJization to mental health services seems 
warranted" It is hoped that the material presented in the Me,nual will help 
provoke, f3timulate, and lead the way toward more efficient adoption of 
validateQ and worthwhile innovations in menta1 health services. 

The Wcerature review which forms the primary basis for this manual, 
as well ,as part ~f the original manuscript, are products of Contract No. 
42-69-1, National Institute of Mental Health, awarded to the Human Inter
action Research Institute. Deep gratitude is extended to Dr. Edward' M. 
Glaser and his HIRI associates (particularly Drs. Michael McKee, Goodwin 
Watson, and Gilbert Wrenn), consultants, and advisory panel, for their ex
Celle7,lt work in condensing a voluminous literature on research utilization 
to a'brief outline of principles, Special thanks are due to the many research
ers, cOIJ.sultants, administrators, and practitioners who responded to Dr. 
Glaser's request for critiques on the original outline of principles and 
findings, later adopted for this manual. In a real sense, this manual is 
partly an end result of work stimulated in 1965 by Mr.' Myles Cooper, 
consultant with the San Francisco Regional Office of DHEW. It was he 
who first engaged Dr. Glaser in the interest of studying payoff from mental 
health service projects. Grateful regard is held for him. 

Ms. Irma S. Lann, head of the NIMH Research Implementation Section, 
initiated the comprehensive review of 'the research utilization literature. 
As project officer, she guided the planning toward a distillation of findings 
and principles, the annotated bibliography on research utilization, and this 
manual. Her original conception of the idea, collaboration with the panel 
of advisers, attention to countless details, resourcefulness, and continual 
encouragement to all participants in the effort made this manual possible. 
Warm thanks are due Ms. Dorothy Penso who supervised the typing ()f the 
repeated revisions of the manuscript. 

HOWARD R. DAVIS, PH.D. 
Chief, Mental Health Services Development Branch, 
Division of M ental Health Sm'vice Programs 
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CREATIVE CHANGE TOWARD BETTER PROGRAMS 

Change in the delivery of mental health serv
ices seemsio be in the air. Examples of two 
major changes of concern to community mental 
health workers, according to a recent NIMH 
survey, are: (1) new meth()ds of financing and 
(2) new ways of coexisting with health delivery 
systems. As seen by members of tha'c sample, 
consisting largely of community mental health 
center directors, over the next 5 years a high 

, rate ,of change will be necessary in adopting 
new methods of using third-party payment 
plans, capitation systems, and alternate sources 
of funding. The influence on service delivery 
techniques and program operations may be siz
able. Utilization review plans commonly may be 
adopted by mental health facilities. Compliance 
with standards could signal shifts from fprmer 
ways of operating. Some mental health pro
grams will move toward affiliation with health 
maintenance organizations. That could lead to 
a demand for direct service with the possible 
lel:lsening of support for community services 
such as consultatiop and education; the result 
may be potentially heavy pressures to accom
modate change. The urgency of assimilating 
increasingly effective technology in mental 
health delivery systems appears to mount. The 
rapidly spreading use of :;>rogram evaluation 
practices in front line facilities may heighten 
needs for change. 

But the suggestions in this manual also per
tain to everyday changes in the operation of 
mental health programs, many of whjch are 
never actually looked on as events that could 
be rendered more salutary by employment of 
planned change techniques. For instance, new 
assignments among secretarial staff may be 
made less disruptive by a moment's pause to 
consider planned change techniques. In one 
mental health agency a p)"oblem arose because 
the person who had been asked to carry time
keeper responsibilities faced hardships in track
ing down professional staff to account £01' their 
absences. A solution was mandated: all staff 
w~re to::assume responsibility for sending to 

the timekeeper signed slips noting hours gone 
and status of leave. In this case it hardly 
seemed profitable to consider planned 'change 
techniques. The system failed to survive even 
the first week! A subse.quent reassessment of 
the circumstances, followed by the simple appli
cation of planned change techniques with re
new,ed consideration of the persons involved, 
led to end uring success. 

Planned Change and Mental Health 

The chief subject ot this manual is organi
za tiona I change-specifically, toward desired 
improvements in mental health services utiliz
ing knowledge yielded by research to give di
rection to the change. 

There is a different aspect of plann,ed change 
that is highly 'relevant to mental -health-the 
application of change techniques in reducing 
suffering from community social problems. 
Mental health workers serving as catalysts for 
improved community social conditions ma.y 
sense still more effectiveness by incorporating 
into their ,other skills planned change tech
niques. 

At another level, there is good evidence that 
when organizational change of ,the type de
scribed here occurs it has a significant impact 
on the mental well-being of involved persons. If 
planned change has been employed it will mean 
that one's sense of dignity, one's self-expect
ancy, the effectiveness of one's response to the 
situation will be enhanced. In change by fiat 
or by crisis resolution persons involved com-
monly suffer in these same dimensions. . 

The concept of planned change is perhaps 
even more relevant in the case of individual 
mental health. l[n coping with life's stresses the 
principles of planned change seem still to pre
vail. Effective ego functioning and problem
solving behavior entail the same elements of 
planned change-assessment of reality, con· 
sonance with values and circumstances at the 
time, motivation to cope, selection of response 
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in keepin!r with one's capacity and balancing 
of the resl-IonSe with the counter-needs of one's 

" ~self or of rt~l~vant others, and readiness to try II 
new plan if the.first doesn't work out well. 

In one sense, planned change is close to the 
core of the mental health business, whether 
one is talking about relieving social problems 
or growth toward personal self-actualization .. 

On the other hand, unplanneil change can 
be costly. As G. B. Shaw once said: "If it is 
not necessary to change, then it is necessary 
not to change." In these days of pressure and 
flux, old ways are being jettisoned, often un
avoidably for socio-political reasons. One can 
assume that usually it is for the better~ B;ow
ever, the substituted policies and practices may 
be as. feckless gS those they replaced. Eventu
ally, if that condition exists,., a felt need will 

~ dictate yet another stab at change. So un
. planned processes actually may escalate the 
temp.o of change dizzily. But change based upon 
careful assesSlment of needs for better methods, 
guided by sound knowledge l'cgarding the better 
methods to be adopted, probably will be more 
effective, more economical from all standpoints, 
as well as most lasting. For that reason, this 
manual stresses: (1) program evaluation as 
an identifier of needed chang~, (2) research
based directions for change, and (3) planned 
techniques for adoption of change. 

The Track Record of Research Utilization and 
Planned Change 

Unfortunately, planned change Qoes not al
ways work so quiclr.ly and easily as do more 
common methods ofb1"inging about change. 
These include-

.. (1) Change by fiat, 
(2) Change brought about by the in

eluctable valence of special funds made 
available for the purpose, 

(3) Change ushered by socio-political 
exigencies. 
. (4) Change by chv.risma of a leader 
zealously touting a new idea. 

(5) Cli~nge resulting from intoleral11e 
problems c),'eated by old patterns. 

(6) Changes swept in by broad trends 
throughout the field. 

. Case. ex~ullples 'of ideally, conducted planned 
change are not abundant. It must be acknowl-

edged that those instances which are available 
for review suggest that the process is more 
painstaldng, ~lower, and may 1ead to final 
results someWhat altered from the original 
intention. But payoff is promised in durability 
and effectiveness. 

The evidence that change occurs through 
the utilization of research findings is disap
pointingly meager. One pair of investigators 
studied the sources of actual innovations that 
have occurred in mental health services (Rob
erts and Larsen, 1971). They found that the 
initial stimulation had come from printed ma
terial in only 8.7 percent of the instances. 
Formal retrieval systems were found to have 
been used the least of all methods to arrive at 
solutions to pressing problems. Other investi
gators have found the same to be true in the 
field of general medicine (Coleman, et a1., 1966). 

One effort was made to correlate staff use 
of the scientific literature with rates of innova
tion. But. the !extent to which staff had used 
printed materillll was so little as to render fur
ther studY,usele'ss (Roberts and Larsen. 1971). 

Evidence of the confidence practitioners and 
administrators have in research was ;revealed 
at a .Midwest conference on researcl1 utiliza
tion. Social scientists from the community were 
invited to meet with repre~entatives of health 
and welt~~re agencies 'Of the same community. 
The meeting was scheduled for 2 days. How
ever,by early afternoon of the first day the 
administrators/practitioners began to excuse 
themselves and steal out one by one. 

From the other side of the gulf, a researcher 
produced most impressive findings about a new 
program to help chronic mental patients be
come se]f-sufficient~ After excellent dissemina
tion, including a book, on his pl'oject, only one 
mental hospital had adopted the innovation- • 
and that one through a Hospital Improvement 
Project grant (Fairweather, 1971). A base rate 
survey of NIMH applied research grants found 
that barely one in five research investigators 
could name any person or setting making use 
of bis findings during the year following 
term.ination. 

There lis good reason to believe that planned 
change techniques toward utilization of re.. 
search . can help bridge the gulf. After a deliber
ate program to employ special utilization tech-
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niques, the, investigator whose findings on 
chronic· patients had been picked' up by only 
one hospital succeeQed in having 25 hospitals 
either adopt his innovation in 'its original form 
or indicate that initial plans to do so were 
underway (Fairweather, 1£171). Following 
special efforts toward utilization in the applied 
research grants program of the Institute, the 
percentage of investigators who could report 
othel'JJ using their findings ros'e from 19 to over 
60 percent. 

lease collaborate with change instead of being 
mastered by it. 

It is hoped that the suggestions in this 
manual, gleaned from an original array of over 
1,000 investigations, reported experiences, and 
notions on research utilization, can help lead to 
a still healthier association between research 
and improved services. 

The contents of the manual will be presented 
according to the following heading's*: 

INFORMATION 
Though this manual c~msiders planned 

change through direct ut1lization of the results 
of a research project, the f:act should be ac-
knowledged that the research-into-practice Primarily addressed to the Researcher, this 
process is often a subterranean one. The adop- heading encompasses the development of 
tion of l'~search findings may not become ap- needed knowledge through research. For sug .. 
parent until similar findings from mUltiple gestions on the assessment of needs in front-
projects have mounted to a sort of Zeitgeist line mental health service facilities, the reader 
that spreads across the country. Aftercare~ for is referred to the NIMH publication Using 
instance, did not become commonplace because Progmm Evaluation. Methods of searching for 
of one project result, but grew in assbciation already existing relevant knowledge are cov-
with some 50' projects on the subject sup-' .' ered iri the NIMH publication lnfonnation 
ported by NIMH alone. The use of para\y;>rofes- Sources and How To Use Them. 
sionals i~ the delivery of mental health senice 
was tested in more than 100 projects before it 
became commonly implemented. 

There is another position that should be 
stressed about planned change: A person could 
gain the impression from the step-like format 
llsed in this brief outline that planned change 
entails the imposition of rigid, unnatural mnni
pulations. Further, the emphasis on progl',am 
evaluation to give direction to needed Chall\ge 
. may seem to imply that only problem-orient.ed 
change lends itself to deliberate and planlnled 
techniques. Neither is at all true. This inventoty 
of what has been found or asserted to infiuem:e 
change will be most effectively used with fleld
bility, picking-and-choosing, and ingenuity ~tl()
propriate to the natural circumstances. And 
though problem identification may represent :a 
critically . needed starting point for planm~d 
change, there are other positive generators of 
change that are perhaps more omnipresent tha,lll 
the 6 mentioned on Page 2: The drive of healthJr 
organizations to grow and develop; evolution·. 
ary processes in the life cycles of institutions ;:' 
and the altered ecology of organizational set
tings. The position is that planning fOl'change, 
whatev(!r jt.s sourc& or nature, allows you, to ai~ 

RESOURCES 

Addressed to the Consultant, or middle man, 
in the research utilization process, suggestions 
on the role and fUllctions of change agents 
are outlined in this portion. 

METHODS 

This section may be of primary interest to 
til,.:! Consultant, though the methods described 
may be employed by the Aflministrator/Practi .. 
tioner as well. Techniques of promoting planned 
change are presented. 

ADOPTION 

Addressed to Administratols/Practitioners, 
the content of this section deals with deter
minants and techniques of organizational 
change. • 

* Where helpful references related to a point exist, 
they are cited. Most will be found in 4 DiatillatiQn 0/ 
Principles on Research Utilization • .• Volume 11-
Bibliography with Annotatiom. . ~ 
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INFORMATION, 

Producing Utilizable Research 

Principles of planning, designing methodol
ogy, and conducting research are presented on 
the following pages. As can be inferred from 
the citing of references, the principles have 
been drawn from both the literature and 
NIMH studies on the characteristics of re
search projects which render them utilizable. 

Planning the Research 
CRISIS ANTICIPATlON - The investigator 
planning to do research in the mental health 
services delivery area should, insofar as pos
sible! sensitize himself to problem areas which 
are g:t;owing increasingly critical with no real 
remedies being found. . 
FUTURES FOCUS- "Futures techniques," 
such as Delphic predictions and scenario writ
ing, are corning into frequent use as a means 
of predicting critical problems facing the field 
of mental health services delivery 5 years from 
this point. On the average, research on services 
delivery requires a full 5-year period from 
inception to dissemination of results. Unfortu
nately, one of the reasons that utilization of 
s'lch projects has not been better than it has 
h. that those efforts were launched in the 
midst of a critical problem exposure. But by 
the time the, research results are reported, 
most mental health programs will have long 
since developed their own ad hoc solutions, one 
vlay or another, to the problem. Often, the 
problem will have reduced itself by the time 
the research report comes out. For this reason, 
there is a most urgent need to focus on futUre 
planning as the first step in selecting research 
topics. (Croker, 1961 i Flanagan, .1..961; Glaser, 
et aI., 1966; Glaser and Taylor, '1969; Glaser 
and Wrenn, 1966; Halpert, 1966.) 

IDENTIFY USERS - To increase the chances 
of having potentially useful findings utilized 
by practitioners! inyestigators have found it 

helpful to think about and identify the cate
gories of potential USe?"S of their research find
ings, To help see things from the practitioner's 
point of view (and thus be in a position to focus 
the research question in a way which will speak 
to his needs) the researcher may wish to visit 
practitioners ')n their horne grounds, observe 
their work settings, attend meetings where 
practitioners are participants, and listen to 
them as they air their problems and their un
answered questions to their colleagues. To be 
optimally effective it appears that the inter
change between researchers and practitioners 
should best start before the beginning of the 
project, when the area of inquiry is being de-. 
cided upon. A group of potential users can be 
of significant help if available as consultants 
as the project is being designed. 

UNDERSTAND THE USER - To bridge the 
gap between researcher and practitioner, it is 
advisable to be aware of some of the classic 
differences in attitudes and goals: 

The researcher tends to ask his question in 
the form of "Why"; the practitioner, "How." 

Practitioners have to believe in what they 
are doing; researchers have to doubt. 

The researcher's approach is primarily logi
cal and seeks to gain knowledge; the practi
tioner's often is intuitive and seeks to help 
clients. ' 

The researcher attempts to discover common 
patterns in a population; the practitioner tends 
to view each case as unique. 

The researcher can live indefinitely with the 
tentative and the hypothetical; the practitioner 
wants firm answers which will enable him to 
act with confidence. (Archibald, 1968; Chesler 
and Flanders, 1967; Cohen, 1959 ; Croker, 1961; 
Greenwood, 1962; Halpert, 1966; Joly, 1967; 
Nagi, 1965; Poser, Dunn, and Smith, 1964; 
Rodman and Kolodny, 1965; Rosenblatt, 1968; 
Weiss, 1971.) 
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SEARCH THE LITERATURE .- Once the 
project's subject or problem has been identi
fied, investigators generally want to find out 
what professional colleagues already have done 
on this or related fields. Though it is common 
practice to review the research literature in 
mOl'e fundamental research efforts, it is aston
ishingly rare that investigators in the field of 
mental health services make the same diligent 
effort in their area. One obvious reason is that 
the formal literature on mental health services 
research and demonstration is much lesssys
tematic and common than it is in more funda
mental researches. 

PILOT PROJECTS - In designing the project, 
the researcher may want to consider carrying 
it out as a pilot project, if appropriate, to 
experiment with procedures, to gain experienee 
and obtain evidence with reference to whether 
a full-scale project seems warranted. In the past 
this has been difficult to do because of grant 
periods and funding gaps. However, increasing . 
efforts are being made on the part of NIMH, 
at least, to accommodate investigators who are 
willing to engage in pilot projects befo:re 
launching major effor!c.o. (Fliegel and Kivlin, 
1966; Glaser and Taylor, 1969.)-

CONSIDER LONG·RANGE . EFFORTS - In 
preparing the budget and seeking financial sup
port, it is advisable to think of the project in 
long-range terms. The project need not neces
sarily be regarded as completed when the final 
report has been submitted to the funding 
agency. If the findings appear to have potential 
for helpful application elsewhere, there will 
be a need to have funds made available for 
broadly disseminating them and helping to get 
them put to use. The cost of this post-report 
activity may be anticipated in the original bud
get planning. Also, however, some funding 
agencies are arranging for special "diffusion 
and adoption" supplementary grants. The de
termination to add these.to the basic budget is 
made early enough in the course of the project 
to begin diffusion efforts before the final stages 
are reached. (Glaser,- et a1., 1966; Glaser and 
Taylor, 1969; Goldin, Margolin and Stotsky, 
1969; Halpert, 1966.) 

SEEK CROSS-VALIDATION-Many reported 
research findings are only Ilhalf-baked" because 
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they have not been validated under varying con
ditions, and their possible side effects have not 
been studied over time. It is important to avoid 
over-hasty adoption of new practices that later 
may prove to be of dubious value or even to be 
harmful fads based upon inadequate evidence 
or superficial interpretation of findings. It is 
suggested that the investigator think through 
ways and means of obtaining cross-validation if 
the results seem sufficiently promising. He. may 
wish to keep in touch with other research proj
ects which might be exploring comparable hypo
theses under somewhat varied conditions, with 
a view to reducing the need for subsequent 
cross-validation effort. It helps to try to "de
bug" the innovation so that it is worth a tryout 
by others. It is unfortunate that the incentive 
for cross-validation studies cannot be made 
higher. Some funding agencies, in the past, 
have felt that grants for replicated studies did 
not yield the same payoff as ihe same funds 
invested in initial studies. However, that philos
ophy is changing with advancing concepts of 
utilizable research. (Glaser, 1968; Glaser and 
Wrenn, 1966.) 

SIMULATE USER CONDITIONS - Insofar as 
possible, circumstances under which the re
search is carried out should be like those. in 
which the results are expected to be used. This 
includes dollars available, practitioner talent, 
and other resources. 

Practitioner-consultants can be asked to help 
provide verisimilitude to a demonstration set
ting; for example, to help approximate a typical 
patient mix. 

Research activities which are user-oriented 
stand a better chance of replication; one would 
. do well to resist the "ivory tower" stance. 
(Flanagan, 1961; Klein, 1968; Mackie and 
Christensen, 1967.) 

USE O}t' ADVISORY GROUPS - Some re
searchers ask representatives of the user and 
operator groups to sit as advisers. Investiga
tions of research efforts have found that this 
may mean early difficulty for the investigator 
as he attempts to assimilate guidance and 
opinions. Interestingly, however, the conse
quent course of the investigation has been 
found to smooth out for projects having l:id~ 
visory groups, whereas the course grows 
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increasinglY difficult with time for projects 
which do not use such groups. (Glaser and 
Taylor, 1969.) 

INVOLVEMENT -- Potential users and opera
tors close to the project activities should be 
given a piece of the action from the sturt. A 
recent case study of mental health service 
projects found that the investigator's greatest
problem lies not in technological difficulties but 
in organizational constraints upon his work. 
Early involveme!nt is at least one way to ameli
orate that condition to the benefit of all. 
(Weiss, 1971.) 

Designing the Proposal 
Holding equal importance with the scientific 

merit of the planned methodology, including 
potential for theory-testing, is the selection of 
intervening variables and criterion measures 
which will be of concern to potential users. 
Those that have been found to be significantly 
associated with the utilization of research re
sults may be summarized under the acronym 
CORRECT: 

CREDIBILITY - Potential users have mani
fested considerable concern over the degree to 
which there is evidence of cross-validation 
"debugging" or successful replication under 
normally varied conditions. Credibility stems 
either from the seeming soundness of the evi
dence for the value of what is reported as prom
ising, or from its espousal by highly respected 
'persons or institutions, or from both of these 
sources. (Fliegel and Kivlin, 1966; Guba, 1968; 
Havelock, 1969; Katz, 1963; Miles, 1964; 
Rogers, 1962.) 

OBSERV ABILITY- Users are more likely to 
implement practices they can see in a demon
stration. "Re-motivation therapy;" with its 
clearly delineabd steps, for example, was 
picked up much more readily by ward person
n~l than was "humanization." 

RELEVANCE-Results should be r,elevant for 
coping with a significant problem of concern to 
a considerable :number of people, or to decision
makers. Results also should be mel;lsured iti 
terms that are of actual importance to potential 
users. For example, costs now represent a most 
respect~ble criterion measure. To an ad-

ministrator, that information may be much 
more relevant than, say, a statistically signifi
cant change on a given scale of a psychological 
test. 

RELATIVE ADVANTAGE - The evaluation 
design should be selected to yield clear, cogent 
datr. telling whether the project idea will in
deed be better than current practices. This 
leads to motivation or reinforcement in favor 
of trying it. In many cases special incentives 
may be needed to get 'already overburdened 
potential users to change from a standard, 
current procedure for dealing with the prob
lem to a new procedure. Similarly, researchers 
may need some special psychological incentives 
or rewards to motivate them to translate and 
diffuse promising findings in ways that will 
mesh with the "learning r£!adiness" of potential 
users. 

EASE OF UNDERSTANDING AND INSTAL
LATION-Effective diffusion of results depends 
largely on one's being able to describe them 
clearly and briefly. The more readily potential 
consumers feel they Ctln ·learn to use the inno
vation, the more rapid its adoption. A project 
idea that involves intricate clusters of condi
tions and techniques is not orily hard to evalu
ate, it defies adQption. Leaning toward sim
plicity is preferred-insofar as it is possible to 
do so and still retain innovativeness. 

COMPATIBILITY - Other things being equal, 
the pl'.oject practices should not clash with the 
prevailing values of those expected to be users. 

TRIAI.ABILITY, DIVISIBILITY OR. REVERS· 
IBILITY-An innovation should be so designed 
that it can be tried without scrapping the entire 
ongoing system, or can be pulled back if neces
sary. More use can be made of results when the 
evaluation allows separation into principles, 
modules, and techniques; seldom are innovative 
programs adopfed as a package. Most users 
prefer to invent their own innovations, using 
"kits" yielded by other researchers. 

Conducting the Research 
SENSITIVITY TO HOST AGENCY - If the 
research is 'being carried out by a host agency, 
chances of ultimate utilization by that agency 
and .by comparable agencies will be materially 
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affected by the relationships the investigator 
'. establishes with the host agency dUi'ing the 

life of the project. Points that help in develop
ing a positive relationship are~B:s follows: 

Establish a climate of mutual trust and 
candor. 

Prepare the host administrator or director 
for possible embarrassment over results. 

Ca1'l'Y out activities with a· high degree of 
sensitivity for the day-to-dayproblems of the 
practitioner. 

Give official and unotficial credit for all as
sistance obtained from the practitioners. 

Make it clear from the beginning that the 
outcome of the research is not foreordained to 
change the functioning of the host agency after 
the study is concluded. (Chesler and Flanders, 
1967; Fairweather, 1967; Glaser and Taylor, 
1969 i Kogan, 1963; Lippitt and Butman, 1969; 
Poser, Dunn, and Smith, 1964; Rodman and 
Kolodny, 1965 ; Weiss, 1971.) 

TARGET AUDIENCE PARTICIPNrWN 
During the life of the research project, involv
ing potential users as consultants or colleagues 
can be a rewarding process. These could include 
not only the practitioners in the host agency 
(if there is one) but also the practitioners who 
collaborated in the research design. A sug
gested strategy would be to eRtablish an ad
visory committee representing potential user 
agencies (their professional staff, administra
tors, board members) and confer with them at 
frequent intervals during the project to evoke 
their concurrence and their commitment. 
(Glaser and Taylor, 1969; Shartel,. 1961; Van 
den Ban, 1963.) 

RE.GULAR REPORTS - Most funding agen
cies requira progress reports during the life of 
the project. If allowable, it is good practice to 
disseminate progress reports-not only to the 
advisory committee, if any, but to as large a 
gtoup of potential users as ;;1".)ssi1;>le. By invit
ing critical comment and heeding it, many 
benefits can be reaped. It is important, of 
course, to acknowledge all help received. (Fair
weather, 1967; Glaser and Tay'lor, 1969.) 

CONFERENCES ~ Meetings to discuss prob~ 
lems and progress qft'el' two rewards:. those 
invited retain an investment ~n the project. 
often continuil1g to serve as "diffusers" of the 
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project ideas; and helpful suggestions are sup
plied for the flexible investigator to use as his 
judgment indicates. 

MAINTENANCE OF COMMUNICATIONS -
Few practices have been found to be so reward
ing as continually informing project support
ers of how' things are going. The good will is 
retained of administrators and operators at 
the host's site: despite the fact that they sel
dom reach out for information-perhaps. be
cause of sheer overload J)l'oblems-such persons 
rarely fail to appreciate the courtesy. 

DISSEMINATION ~ If a "change agent" by 
whatever other title is available consultation 
might well be arranged. The experienced 
change agent will recognize that many investi
gators, as scientists, will need to fulfill certain 
professional expectations, stich as journal pub
lication pl'ior to broad dHfusion of ·findings 
via utilization channels. But the change agEmt 
also will help to plan for eff,ective transfer 
techniques-including efforts beyond the p'Ub
Iication of reports. 

On the other hand, if the researcher does 
choose to be involved in postproject activi:ties 
himSelf he might wish to consider what kilnds 
of influence he would like to exert: 

Does he want the project duplicated, even if 
certain adaptations are necessary in other set-
tings? (Spread.) . 

Does he: want the demonstration to attract 
attention to the underlying problem and serve 
as a catalyst rather than as a mbdel in moving 
others to solve the problem? (Sljiilol'e~·.) 

Does he want the original model continued 
on a more permanent basin? (Continuity.) 

Does he want some side effect of the research 
or demonstration to be picked up and tried as 
an innovation (Spinoff'.) (Glaser and Wrenn. 
1966; Rein and Miller, 1966.) 

It is often helpful to submit a draft of the 
final report to all those actively involved in 
the research and to a number of potential 
1.ll)ers; and then to invite their criticism. (Glas
er, 1968; Glaser and Taylor, 1968.) 

READABLE REPORTS-,.;,The usual dull tome 
expecte.d by some funding agencies seldom at
tracts much readership .elsewhere. When the 
report is in R['mifiilal drnft. the Rel'vices of a 
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Information-Producing. knowledge 

profeSSional editor or writer can help make 
the report lucid, brief, and readable. Packaging 
the report attractively may serve to whet the 
readers' interest. 

Conclusions from researches on communica
tion indicate that: 

(1) The communicator should identify him
self with his audience. 

(2) The presentation should be pretested for 
readability, coherence, and understanding from 
the viewpoint of the audience for whom it is 
intended. 

(3) Factual report should be made that 
people of prominence and influence agree, if 
indeed that is true. 

(4) Positive reinforcement or benefits which 
can result should be made clear, and any risks 
involved should be surfaced and discussed. 

(5) Logical and non-exaggerated emotional 
appeals should be combined. 

(6) Pictorial and other illustrative material 
should be used where appropriate. 

(7) If objections are likely to arise, it is 
more effective to take account of them at once. 
, (8)· The essential information should be re

peated, reiterated, and said again when prac
ticable. 
(Glaser, et al., 1966; Golden, Margolin, and 
Stotsky, 1969; Klein, 1968; Co.hen, 1964.) 

Utilizing a wide range of media for dis
semina ting findings to the potential' user has 
proved effective. Written accounts of the 
project may have to be developed in vari
ous forms to accommodate various levels 
of readers. In addition one should encourage 
site visits (during the project and after it). 
Be prepared to discuss the project i.n profes
sional meetings and conferences, as a member 

of a traveling resource group, or as a member 
of an in-service technical assistance team for 
staff of potential users. (Becker; 1970; Cooper 
and Archambault, 1968; Glaser, 1968; Glaser, 
et al., 1966; Glaser and Wrenn, 1966; Halpert, 
1966.) 

Mass Communication is seldom used to dis
seminate research findings, it seems. Despite 
its obvious drawbacks mass media communi~a
tion can be helpful in making many aware of 
the problem requiring an innovative solution. 
The implementation of a new system of health 
care agencies in a community, for instance, 
might gain necessary s~pport through mass 
messages. But interpersonal communication 
should follow mass efforts in order to lend 
credulity to the new awareness. 

INVESTIGATOR'S PARTICIPATION IN DIF
FUSION AND ADOPTION - After the re
search has been completed, if the investigator 
is willing, he can play an important role in the 
dissemination-utilization phases-as a consult. 
ant, colleague, and ch~nge agent to assist the 
interested practitioner. If he encounters resist
ance when presenting and interpreting the in
novation to a practitioner, institution, or agen
cy, the following points may prove helpful: 

Aim for stage-hy-stage installation; do not 
try to impose innovation on potential users 
in toto, 

Establish an egalitarian climate vis-a-vis 
potential users; avoid coming in as an authori
ty figure .. 

Admit any doubts, reservations, and the 
pitfalls involved; do not present the innovation 
as foolproof and immutable. (Glaser and Tay
lor, 1969; Klein, 1968; Taylor, 1968.) 
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RESOURCE 

The change agent, 01" consultant, is seen as 
"ne resource for bridging the gap between the 
producer of knowledge and the consumer. Vari
ously, he may be called social engineer, linking 
agent, popularizer, knowledge linker, research 
translator, learQ.ing engineer, applied behavior
al scientist, research utilization specialist, tech
nical assistanee specialist, and a host of other 
currently popular titles. 

Within the mental health field, one "change 
agent" is the comprehensive community mental 
health center staff member se.rving with the 
consultation and , education element. :tllcreasing
ly, interest is extending beyond case consulta
tion with formal agencies toward assisting 
citizens in solving community social problems. 

Change agent functions certainly are regu
larly carried, out by many State-level mental 
health consultants. Most of the skills consid
ered in this section are required in their effec
tive stimulation of continued development and 
improvement of local services, both within 
State mental hospitals and community centers. 

In numerous respects mental health con
sultants in the DREW Regional Offices serve 
as change agents. One of their major contribu
tions is facilitating optimum lasting benefits 
from Federal grant support extended to States' 
a,nd local communities. Regional Office con
sultants also provide "brokerage" functions in 
acquainting their clientele with innovative solu
tions to local service problems, and how they 
might be implemented. In addition" Regional 
Office staff members guide the diffusion of 
results of NIMH-supported research through
out their respective regions. 

Staff consultantsc'fthe NIMH Mental Health 
Services Research and Development Program 
are especially trained to give assistance in 
planning desired change. Within spe:cialty areas 
subtending critical topics in the development 
of mental health services, staff members carry 
out the three-phase process underlying the 
organization of this manual; namely, sensing 
needs for research and development, searching 

for available solutions or fostering research 
on new solutions, and facilitating desired 
change thr0ugh knowledge utilization. 
" Perhaps most "change agentry" is carried 

out by administrators and practitioners within 
frontline service programs. Anyone who launch
es an innovation, who even improves on an 
operating service, is in a literal sense a change 
agent. 

Characteristics of Effective Consultants 
on Change 

First of aU, the change agent is a person who 
has competence in consultation skills. He tends 
by nature to be a "marginal man," a little like 
both the investigator aml the administrator/ 
practitioner, but strongly identified with nei
ther. Yet he is capable of temporary identifica
tion of himself with both parties, as the situa
tion dictates. He does not feel compelled to 
"push" the orientation of his own agency. He 
is emphathic, has relatively high social status 
among his clients; he is a social participator; 
he is usually better educated and more inclined 
to get around to national meetings and so 
forth than is his client. He will work best with 
clients whom he more closely resembles-in 
terms of values .and background. (Rogers and 
Shoemaker, 1971; Havelock, 1967.) 

Inside? Outside? Change Agent 
Who should be the change agent/resource 

person/improvement gadfly? The outside con .. 
sultant or the internal change agent.? 

The outside consultant offers the advantages 
of (Watson and Glaser, 1965): 

• detachment 
;, perspective 
• a fresh start, unburdened by stereotypes 

independence of the organizational power 
structure 

• energy which is not drained off by ongoing 
organizational duties 
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The outuider, us change agent, may be vari
. .. ously perceived by the practitioners, aepending 

.on how he is initially Pl'esented and how he 
functions vis-a-vis the practitjQners. Do they 

. view him as: 

• a J\nowledgeable specialist? 
• a troublemakel.'? 
• a helpful colleague? 
The outside consultant must have the trust 

of those inside the mental health facility. 
Whether he achieves this depends on: 

• his sensitivity 
• his perception of himself 
• his presentation of himself 
• his campetence 
• the credibility with which he cammuni

cates that campetence 
The internal change agent offers the advan-

tages of l<nowing the program 
• its prablems 
• its strengths (sometimes hidden) 
• its potential and actual reSOUl,'ces 
• its infol'mal centers of powel' 
If he is drawn fram the management level 

(the prOgl'am directar far example), he may' 
get only the kind .of feedback his SUbol'dinates 
think he wants to hear. 

If ht;) is toa insistent on implementing change, 
he may incul' resistanye or even sabotage. 

If he moves too fast in ch~lnging things 01' if 
he moves unilaterally, the change may be per~ 
celved by the staff as having been rammed 
down their throats. 

If the inside change agent is a colleague, he 
may be viewed with suspicion. . • pel'ceived 
as a spy .•. what he offe:l.'B may be filtered 
through resentment, jealously, a sertee of be
trayal. (Havelo}k, 1970.) 

The change a~ent (particularly when he is 
an outside cansultant) might find it useful to 
be aware of these, components lin his role; 

He must act in i;he client's intel.'est rather 
than in his own. 

He is marginal by virtue of l'lot having fo1'
mal membership in the client organization. 
, His role .often is ambiguous, l'lot widely un
~erstood, freq\Hmtly lacking in l,egitin1acy and 
credibiHty, 

His role is insecure; he may \)e con~lidered 
expendable, .. 
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He must be inventive and resourceful; there 
ar~ relatively few guidelines :for his actions . 

His l'ole is potentially risky-for himself and 
his client; he must be temperamentally 
eq1.tipped to handle this sense of risk, (Bennis 
and Schein, 1969 I Havelock, 1968.) 

The Tasl~s of the Cbange Agent 

Almost every scholar who has written about 
the management .of planned challge has enum
el'ated the phases through which the process 
passes and the specific tasks of the change 
agent with respect ta each phase. From amOllg 
them, the following are presented as being 
pal'tiCtllarly practical and fUl1ction~·I.1. from the 
point of view of the change agent. 

1. Diagnosing (al' clarifying) the client's 
problems. 
The change agent may: 

Take cagnizance of existing program 
evaluation and/or management infor" 
mati on systems., 01' guide development 
of evaluation Qr manitoring systems, 
Obtain information by direct questi()n~ 
ing, by seelting it from neighboring 
systems, by demonstration (of prab
lem), 01' by participant-observation. 
Process illformation by acting inde
pendently and coaperatively, and by 
encouraging client self-analysis, 
Stimulate understanding and accePtance 
of diagnostic insights. 

2. Stimulating the problem-solving 1)),'oce8s. 
Encourage staff to retain responsibility 
for selecting solutions, avoiding the 
giving of direct advice. and - decision 
making for the staff 011 related matters. 
Guide staff in establishing goals and 
tentative intentions of acti'on. 

3. Taking cognizance of the .organizational 
climate and attributes l'elevant to change. 

Determine') whether . . , 
the organizatian is sa large that in
f}exibility may· pose a problem i 
the organization has too few resources 
to back-up the change i .' 

, it, is so. threatened with, s~lrvival prob
lems tbat it cannot afford to change; I 
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it is ovel'-receptive to chnnge because it. 
feels ithns nothing to lose i 
. it is so hierarchical and tightly organ" 
ized that innovation will be improbable; 
it allows existing practices to be. chal" 
lenged without fear of recrimination; 
it is under pressure from the community 
or limited 'by legislative constraints, 
its staff morale and cohesiveness are 
sufficient to launch change efforts; 
the ol'ganization leadership is pold 
enough to ris1< a change andsccul'e 
eMtlgh to be open about staff parti(',ipa
tion in change. 

4. Assessing readiness fOl' change. 
Determane the lU'gency and source of the 
felt need fo).' change-discern whether the 
pressures come fl.'om outside the organi
zation as through competition or public 
opInian; .or whether they are internal 
preSSllres stimulated by employees who 
are either dissatisfied or wish greater 
sense of accomplishment for their 
efforts. 

5. Develaping a need for change. 
Heighten the client's sensitivity to spe
cific problems, if necessary by . . . 
using confrontation techniques i 
using the system's more sensitive, or its 
mOl'e influential persons i 
or conducting a problem census', 

6. Establishing a change relationship. 
Assess the client's capacity to accept 
and use help. 
Assess the Clie!lt's motivation to accept 
and to use help. 
Obtain a mutuality of expectation for the 
change relationships in terms of how 
much time will be' required and haw 
many people will be involved. 
Clarify expectations about the kind and 
amount of work required. 
Anticipate difficulties which might 
emerge in the change relationship. 

7. Preparing tactics for change ... 
Determine the resources that will be re
quired to support the change, both in 
terms of training, funding, and au
thority. 
Ascertain that the change is consonant 

. with the values of the clients, staff, and 

supporters of the pl'agram j plan modifi· 
cations of the change to render it com" 
patible with the organization • 
Design methad and materials for com .. 
municating info:l'mation about the change 
idea to aU relevant persons. 

. Assess needs fol.' modification of prevail .. 
ing circumstances to ensure optimum 
accommodation of the change; identify 
the pOint of entry. 
Select a time for entry based upan ap" 
pl'oaching crises, activity cycles of the 
organization, accial .or political issues 
).'c]evant to the change. 
Reexamine the organizatianis need for 
the change and enSure its awareness 
among all relevant parties. 
Anticipate all probable resistances, giv
ing special regard to those who will be 
personally less well-off after the change 
or whose values are violated by the 
change; plan ways of easing the stl'(\Sg 
for such persona. 
Compile and communicate cogent infor .. 
mation about the anticipated benefits of 
the change, both in terms of pragram 
goals and personal benefits to indi
viduals involved, 

8. Enlisting the participation of those most 
affected by the change. 
Ensure, insofar as possible, that the 
participants in' the change have an op
portunity ta identify their needs them
. Relves. 
Provide an .opportunity for persons 
affected to take part in warking -through 
details of how the innovation will be ap
plied to their work setting, 
Facilitate open, unstructured feedback 
of participants after the idea of the 
innovation is first· presented and de
scribed. 

9. Summoning and develaping resources. 
Make final plans for budget accommoda- .. 
tiOl1 and handling of product-losses that 
may occur as a result of the innovation, 
Ensure the backing' of authority for the 
change, 
Plano1'ientation and training programs 
for persons affected by the change . 
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10. Employing appropriate methods of· 
change. 
Draw on special techniques (as illus~ 
trated in METHODS section) , helping 
client to select and use those he prefers. 

11. Eyaluating the consequences of the 
change. 
Guide clilmt in preparing for evaluation 
of the goal and system impact of the 
change. 
Plan for method of feedback and 1'e-
sponse. 
(Lippett, Watson and Westley, 1958; 
See also: Lippett, 1962; Havelock, 1970; 
Griffiths, 1964; Rein and Miller, 1966; 
Gal1aher, . 1965; Likert and Lippett, 
1963; Lippett, et al., 1966; Mansfield, 
1968; Miles, 1965; Mann and Neff, 1961; 
Beckhara, 1.959;' Bennis, Benne and. 
Chin, 1969; Glaser, et al., 1966.) 

On the Matter of Resistances 
In coping with resistance in the user organi

zation, it is oft~n helpf~l to be able to antici-· 
pa.te the typical sources of resistance. The fol
lowing checklist of possible 1'easons fOJ' 'resist
ing change may facilitate this process: 

Feared economic loss. 
Fears about personal security. 
Fear of inability to learn readily the new 

skills required or to perform in the new 
role. 

Fears about decreased personal conve
nience. 

Fears about decreased job satisfaction. 
Social fears (loss of status, separation 

from customa.ry work associates). 
Irritation with manner of handling the 

change. 
Cultural beliefs ("This will never work, 

goes against what I have learned in the 
past, etc."). 

Inertia. 
Sense of present over-commitment. 
Lac1{ of interest. 

It might be helpful to remember that virtu
ally each of these nega.tive values has an op
posite and equal positive value-that is, there 
can be anticipation of economic gain as well as 
fea1" of loss, anticip!!-tion of status improvement 
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as well as fear of loss, etc. (Bright, 1964; Jud
son, 1966; LaPiere, 1965; Marmor and Otten
berg,. 1960; Smith, et al., 1969; Spicer, 1952.) 

Should J'esistance always be counte1'ed? 
Thel'e are some advantages in developing 

empathy with those who do not go along with 
a proposed change. Their criticisms. or questions 
about the proposed chaIige in their situation 
may be perceptive and valid. The conservers of 
what is valuable in the old way of doing things 
should be given a full hearing. What they have 
to say may provide valuable insights concerning 
the norms of the organization ... and may lead 
to relevant modification of the innovation. 

In other instances it may be more strategic 
to subdue support for an innovation than to 
subdue resistance. Sometimes those who will 
be affected by the change have unrealistic ex
pectations of it. That is, they enthusiastically 
accept and support the change because they 
see it as self-enhancing, when that may not 
necessarily be an accurate perception. In this 
situation, the change agent may have to scale 
down the expectations--modify them to a more 
realistic level-to prevent the practitioner's 
developing an ultimate disillusionment which 
may be destructive to the entire. organization. 

. (Blum, Downing, 1964; Lippet~ .and Havelock, 
1968; Mann and Neff, 1961; Specer, 1952.) 

Among the suggested ways of minimizing 
1'esistance to change (often utilized by a change 
agent but sometimes by an agencyadlJlinis
trator), are the following: 

Compulsion: may be the most effective in 
the short haul, but has many hazards; in
creases sense of frustration and resentment, 
develops dependence among subordinates and 
reduces their resourcefulness. . 

Persuasion: its success depends on the ability 
of the persuader to 1;9nvince that the rewards 
of the change counterbalance or outweigh the 
~easons for resistance. . 

Dispelling the fear that security is threat
ened: this might .call for assurjng a member of 
the organization that his position will not be 
eliminated in the process of change nor will 
lie be called upon to perform new tasks that 
are beyond his capacity to master. 

Developing a full understanding of the 
change: this includes need for change, what 
is to be changed, how, by whom, when, what 

Resource-Change consultant 

benefits can be expected, what other outcomes 
can be anticipated. When there is a vacuum 
created by lack of understanding, it is filled 
by conjectures. 

Adroit timing: the greater the feeling of 
dissatisfaction with the status quo, the lower 
the resistance to· some form of change. The 
longer the actual process of change takes, the 
greater the resistance. 

Involvement: the greater the extent of per
sonal involvement in making decisions related 
to change, the less resista.nce will there be. 

Avoiding implications of criticism: if those 
involved in the change perceive it as criticism 

, 
of what they have been doing, they will becClme 
resentful and defensive. These responses ll,~e' 
frequently translated into resistance. 

Installing the change with flexibility: give 
those who are affected by the change the op
portunity to modify the innova.tion to meet 
their specific work situation ... or to evaluate 
it after it has been put into effect ... and then 
suggest . modifications. 

Overall strategy: 1'educe the resistance rath
er than try to overwhelm it. If opposition is 
met with pressure, resistance is increased. 
(Eicholz, 1963; Judson, 1966; Watson and 
Glaser, 1965.) 
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Facilita ting;Chan~e 

Several specific methods o:f helping improve
ment or desired change cOliile about are pre
sented here for consideratitm. They are the 
sorts of activities the changl9 agent might be 
prepared to help arl,'ange. On: the othel' hand, 
administrators/practitioners ,also might wish 
to employ the methods directly. 

PERSONAl; CONTACT - There is high con
sensus among studies, on the diffusion of re
searcb-findings that most users learn mainly 
from other people. 'They learn most readily 
from "influentials" in their line of work. But 
they aiso learn from people with contagious en
thusiasm, and from. those with whom they feel 
easy rapport. 

It looks as thoufCh we could leal'n much about 
diffusing information from the pharmaceutical 
houses' detail men: He is-if we can extend 
the findings from one respected study-far in 
front of any o'Gher source of information the 
physician has about new drugs. Professional 
jourmils represent a seldom-used source. In 
turning for iMormation about treatment meth
ods in general, the physician again relies most
lyon personal contacts, with colleagues in this 
case, Apparently, retrieval services such as 
MedIal's are utilized least of all sources (Cole
man, et aI, 1966). 

The challenge to the personal contact ap
proach is how to systematize it. Detail men 
and county agen'ts exist through rather special 
sources of funding and manpower. (In the 
soclal and behavioral field change agents face 
the additional difference that they promote the 
adoption of new behaviors more often than the 
adoption of things-a much harder trick to 
turn.) 

MEDIATING JOURNALS AND REPORTS
Many special efforts havebMn made to faciliw 
tate research utilization through publicatfons 
designed for that purpose. (Jotwnal of Social 

"<. 
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I.~sue8f T?'ans-Action, PS1Jcholo(JY Today, SRS' 
Rosearch and Demonstration B'rie/.'J, NIMH's 
Jla'antal Health Digest· and Innovations and 
CU1"l"ent Concl'usions.) 

Investigators on the printed report advise: 
(1) It is more effective if it gets the right 

bit of information to the right person at the 
right time. 

(2) It should be brief and readable. 
(3) The information should reach the user 

several times in slightly differing forms. 
(4) The report will be received better if it 

l'ecognizes that the reader has respectable 
knowledge and experience related to the topic. 

(5) IIAggressive dissemination" is advocated. 
It refers to careful selection or readers accord~ 
ing to their known interests, as in the Selec
tive Dissemination of Information system. 

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING - This ap
proach is more commonly used in maintaining 
organizational health. It maybecnlled on in 
helping'n key man grow irom a III ate adopter" 
type to an innovator if he is critical in the 
organization's adoption of a n~w idea. 

Consultants in management 'development
work, counsel employees on behavioral patterns 
that have become apparent in job performance 
or psychological evaluations. A rather direct 
surface~level confrontation is made sometimes: 
IIHere is a perception of the situation i if you 
want to work on it let's talk about how we 
might profitably do so," 

PEER GROUP DIsmjssIoN -In one classical 
study, supervisors were un<ionvinced in the 
face of findings on older women employees. 
The research had shown them to be hhthly 
desirable employees. The supervisors, in' peer 
group discussion (no managers included), 
reached a consensus on what they would like: 
another experiment using their criteria of de
sirability. It was granted. Results were posi-
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" '. tiye again. the group is to gain benefit from the program: i 
[ , There .,.e three advantages in using the peer (1) All members have to he involved with the performa.nce results to a task group ge~eralIy ':1 

group discussion to facilitate review of present same change problem within the organization. I IS !,el"Ce~ved as positive reinforcement-es. AftTIC~ATORY REHEARSAL - Ronald Lip.. ". 
polici .. ; programs and procedures, a"d the (2) The members must recognize a severe and ' pecIally If the t~sk group has participated in pI. ~n ,onald Havelock, of the University of ." 

I' 
I 
i. 
F 
i 
;' 
; 

'i 
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changes which may be called for: (1) The painful problem-thE!)' must be hUrting. (3) ~ g?al settmg, or 10 establishing criteria of d... ~;chlg •. n s. CRUSK, found this technique help.. 
behavior of associates often does eXert tremen. The group must have solidarity and cohesiv... 11 sIrsble performance. u. Thl~ IS how it can be used: When the 
dous power over the individual. (2) Changing nesso A fourth desired condition is the frustra- 1\' One conceivable limitation to the systematic c~ange ~~;OIV:s an innovation calling for spe-
several people at the same status level in the tion created by the failure of denial or other I feedback approach is that . t· . C1.C mo 1 catIon of practice at a point in ti o 0" t d th 'bolOit f h 0 f d f t t'he;'" p IOn II' "'I'sh' d tb orgamza IOnal t.he.pr.ospective ad!)pters first t-alk l't overo Bmuet' 
OrganIzatIon m ro uces e POSSI 1 11 Y 0 con- mec amsms 0 e ense 0 ease u. a . :.,.1 ': es an ose of members within onefunc-tinuing reinforeement of the behavioral A limitation in the Tavistock approach is bon may not b? the same. Perhaps it reduces 10 th,s case the discussion is not 'atou d 
changes. (3)' The possibility of discf)vering an that not all resistances .. to change within an It! 1,'1 to a phIlosophIcal question of Whether sul>. whether to adopt the change; focus is on wh~t • 
acceptable'solution calling for changE~ is greater org:anization are irraticmal in nature. t COt~Plonents of a~ organization can operate in th~ change will entail. Mter verbally runn;,.. 
in groups not inhibited by authority figures. LEGITIMATION AND' ENCOURAGEMENT a IU y democrabc fashion. thlOUgh the new practices, the adopters do a 

(Th ffi

' .' f d' Cussloon to 'I,)rl
O
ng about dry .ru.!l WIth as much sl'mulatl'o'n of' . a' 'ctual 

.. e e. cacy 0 IS ~. .... OF CHALLENGE-Thiis approach, worked out ~I" condItIons as possible. 
change' appears to rest not quite 'so much on by Edward Glaser as ~m outgrowth of Arnold DI.RECT SYSTEMATIC ALTE' RATION - The Th 

tb 1

. Iv n' t lOt affords as on tb"" . e met.'hod reduces an'.~l·etl·es sometl'me'" 
e. persona mvo erne i ~ Toynbee's observation' that the most viable approach to ch b "- '" 

r tl

'on f the wl'lllOngness of others to go I . . ange y modifying organiza- raIsed by facing an unsure SlOtu' atlOon It also 
pe cep 0 I CI'Vl'll'zatI'ons (and Ortcraniozatl'ons) have been 't·. tIonal varIables fi t' II 

I

. w.th th h ge) "' I' . was rs mtroduced through a ows a talking-through of lllpprehensl:ons t'hat 
l E' elmer cn. u .' mount to resistances after the I'nnova-~ Qng I e c an . those that have remained respon. sive to chal- what has become known as the "Mor'se-R 0 ld 

. -groupS, encoun- enge, ac lve y encourages crl IqU sop f cha th' arge of IOn IS launched in earnest. 

T
'E M' PORARY SYSTEMS (T 1 to I 't' e f resent 11 xperlment." In that study the t t t 

ter group!!, sensitivity training, utopias, etc.) pollcies, practices, and procedures at all levels. Ii . ."go wa~ e hIerarchical distribution of do. 
-These are . widely advocated now to free up It starts with role-modeling ~ltthe top whereinf I ~~~Ii~~~lna.kmg power in a larger clerical org!1ni .. 

communication, enhance trust, and build more the top administra1tor nondefensively invites 
prOductive cooperation. There is evidence that critiques or questiQlls of his own performance f The aittl is to obtain • belter fit between the 
tbErwish of management to haVe an innovation in relation to Orgf.l.nizational or group goals. t SOCIal and technical systems whi'h . 
a" .. pled can be inore often met if tbe decision Other members of tbe group in turn invite the [ the organization. When the fit ." comprISe 
follows team training. same challenge, with the re~ult, usually, that [ is strain and imbalance caused bylS(lr;~ there 

• Common to temporary systems is freedom individual and group behavior changes in re- 1[" petition between different functionin e ~om-
for a while from the usual demands and con- sponse to what is brought out. t~ms-"horizonta: strain;" and (2) g~: :~~: 
straints of organizational existenceo The groups MANN SYSTEMATIC USE OF FEEDBACK '1 thct between varIOUS levels in the h' h 
favor openness, authenticity, shal'ing, inquiry, I of power, privilege, and reward or ,~Ira.rt~ Yl , _ "Systematic feedback" has been developed stra' ., A" ,vel Ica andmutm~l aid.. by Floyd Mann and his associates at the Uni- . b tm. sImpler way of describing this might 

When members from one organization form e 0 say that the peopl h .' 
a group, 'they do learn to work more effectively versity of Michigan's Center for Research on I bility for doing the work eg~ :0 :~;;. rdees~~nsi-
W

itb' 'o'n'e another back on. the J·ob. How. ever, the Use of Scientific Knowledge. It works like ,;1. about th . k CISlOns . 
th

O Th . I . +nt' f . t' , f' th eIr wor and also receive the rewards 

the.gl'owtl} seems not to extend to relationships IS: e Imp emenwi IOn 0 an mnova Ion or e work. begins with a study of the organization func- \. 
with.other 'members .of the organization who . h' 1 b f f h All The assumption is that whenever chan e 
wel'enot in the temporary system, Linkage bon w lch wou d e the ocus.O C ange. f h h g oc . . members of the organization affected by the curs, w et er from outside the organ' t' • 
with,permanent systems where the change has study participate in both its formulation and or fr?M within it, the fit between SOci~laaInond 
to. take .p' .lace rem. a. ins a problem. 0 techmcal syst . th . the analysis of the results; hence "feedback." ems IS reatened S h ., 1 leave unseen strain unless thl'S' h

O 
c ange ca.n 

TAVl$TOCK.GROUP THERAPY -This ap- If thesurv'ey of the function calls for change, " . . p enomenon IS 
pr.'ch to. helping an organizational group the appropriate directions or innovations are I.'· gIven conSIderatIon in planning change. 

adapt to change has proved effective in at least discussed. A second evaluation is conducted 11 
one for~al studyo The setting was a factory in after the. change is launched. Agall1, the re- tj~.. ~!~ ~~;:~Gy SSEMtINAR - This approach was 
Engla"nd. The method is receiving growing suits are fed back for interpretation, ..' ys ems Development Cor 0 
attention in this country. The approach has the advantage of winning ~~: when it took .120 potential users- in e~u~:: 

The program involves the process.of helping the high personal inve~tment of the members. .~. in o~ a t~~r of mnovative programs. Follow-
the group to UIlearth and modify some of the Level~of-aspiration studies confirm that indi... 11 g t e VISltS, tour members reviewed dis-le.s~obv.ious influences of its behavior. Irra- viduals. tend to raise their sights when they cussed, and generalized th' b . , . 

. Aft' ell' 0 servabons 

tional con.cernsare ,jworked through." see the outcome of their effortso .1 .• ·. t er a ye~r, the tour participants, in contrast 
'j'hre&.condltions are considerednecessarylf Skinner has pointed out that feedback of 0 a plauslb!e con~ol group, had introduced many :mor~ mnovatlOns. . 

~ i 
/1 

DEMONSTRATION/CONSULTATION VISITS 
- Th~ results can be disappointing when a 
p.otentIal user merely observes ademonstra
~lOn. The first step in making' a visit pr.ofitable 
IS to ensure that there is a good match bet' , 
gene' 1" . ween 
. la clrcu~s.tances at the demonstration < 

sIte and the v~sltor's own site. If this cannot . 
b? .met t~en tIme should be taken during the 
VISIt. to dISCUSS ~he factors t:h~t are different; 
pOSSIbly they -WIll not be relevant; If thO . ' 
the t1.' . IS IS . way Ile vl~ltor comes to feel about the 
d~ffe~ences the mnovation is less iikely to 'be . 
dIsmIssed. Relevant difftarences can be consid
ered from the standpoint of the adaptations 
~hat w~uld be necessary to utilize the whole 
mnovatIon or parts of it. 

E.dward ?laser of the Human Interaction Re
search InstItute has instituted a "consultat· 'i, 

a~~ect to the visit .. Instead of expecting I~~e 
VISItor to b~ a paSSIve' observer, a request' is 
m~de for hIS consultation on how,the project 
mIght be rendered more effective-either for . 
~he s.ake of ~he site where the demonstration 
IS bemg ca~'rled out or for the sake of better . 
demonstration and diffusion value. 

"ACTION CONSULTATION;' -- I thO 
P 

, h "h' n IS ap-
loac a c .. ange agent" or technical assistance 

consultant IS made available to the potential 
user, 

The agent, or conSUltant, will have .~xpel.'t 
knowledge of the innovation to be implemented. 
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1; •. ' His specific role is to assis~ the user in adapt-
t· . g the innovation to the CIrcumstances of the 
b :ew site: Special needs relati~: to .the chang~ 
i: process also are dealt with, e.g., m~()lve~en 
1, of staff marshalling resources, plannmg a tll:ne 

1 . and se~uence for the change itself. The actlOn 
F consultant may plan to spend as much as ~v:o 
I;. weeks with the user, and to m~ke return VISItS 

);i 
I' 
L 

as necessary. 

CONFERENCE CONSULTATION - Confer
ences in which research reports are presented 
to discussed with, and reviewed for usefulness 
by practitioners are more influential than .pub
lications or other one-way reports. A. good InUS~ 
tration of the use of the consultatlOn con~er
ence was· on promoting the use of syster~llzed 
care programs for chronic obstruc~ive pul:n?n
ary disease. An unusually effectIve tral~mg 
program for practitioners involved' 12 SeSSI?nS 
with the same persons over a six-month perlOd, 
giving opportunity for them to assimilate ~he 
research findings, to criticize them, to deVIse 
applications, to simulate or role-play these, to 
try them out in practice and to report back. 

This "Glaser model" combines the ANTICI
PATORY REHEARSAL approach of Lippit~ 
and Havelock and the DEMONSTRA.TION/ 
CONSULTATION VISIT. 

FAIT ACCOMPLI - When people seem t? ~e 
finding it hard to accept change because It IS 
hypothetical, the change-by-fiat approach may 

20 

be defensible. Attitudes are not ignored; they 
are simply dealt ~ith after the needed change 
has been initiated. Obviously, it may be the 
approach of choice when, say, st.ress from the 
supraordinate system makes SWIft change es
senti.at Also, if it appears that a ~o~sensus 
will r •. at be gained, thereby underm~n~ng the 
exiseng confidence of some, an admIms:r~tor 
may find it a wiser move topro?eed sWIf~IY 
before resistance mounts. It is eaSI~r to ~'eslst 
hypothesized chal!ge than acc~mp1ished change. 

The cost of this approach IS that the change 
may never be fully implemented in spirit, and 
its endurance may be shortened. 

PERSU ASION ~ As an approach towa~d 
changing, persuasion can operate at three dIf
ferent levels: (1) Compliance, when the per
suasion is enforced by sanctions a~d d.ose 
supervision. ("bargaining") (2) IdentIfication, 
when the power of the persuasion rests on the 
admiration of the persuader. Such change usu
allv lasts 'onlv so long as the admiration and 
pr~sence of the persuader lasts: (':b.elonging") 
(3) Internalization, when the mdividual truly 
believes the message and sees its .reward for 
himself. ("belief") No policing o~ approval of 
an authority is necessary. The pomt, of course, 
is that in promoting change, the easier me~h?d, 
if one has the power, is to resort to bargammg 
and belonging and to overlook the long range 
payoff of the ~ore arduous persuasion toward 

beli'ef. 
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ADOPTION 

Organizational Change 

Determiners of Change 
Innovativeness of an organization is not a 

matter of chance. The administrator/practi
tioner can be a most powerful influence. Studies 
of innovativeness have yielded a rich assort
ment of knowledge that he might use. Most of 
the techniques, in addition to facilitating the 
adoption of innovation, foster the development 
of an effective and rewarding organization. 

TOP MAN - The characteristics of the leader 
of the orgariization or of any of its components 
are critical. No other factor has been reported 
as correlating so highly with innovativeness 
as the attitude of the top man in a program. 
Five characteristics ate frequently described: 

He advocates self-renewal both of himself 
and his subordinates. He places high priority 
on continued training opportunities and experi
ences that increase motivations and broaden 
familiarity with tasks of staff. 

He is goal-oriented, not a ttstylist." Going 
about things in accepted or fashionable ways is 
of little importance to him. Rather, he or
ganizes his operation toward achieving clearly 
understood goals. He promotes the same goal 
orientation among his staff. He is tolerant of 
individual choices in manners of reaching the 
goals. 

He accepts risks. With full awareness that 
his security may be disturbed by bad decisions 
on new approaches not fully tried, he offers his 
support and accepts responsibility for failure 
at the point that is appropriate and necessal'Y. 

He rewards effectiveness. He is less con
cerned with either the prestige or the person
ality of his subordinates than with their ability 
to achieve goals. But he does not take goal 
achievement for granted; appropriate rewards 
are given with good timing. 

He is an innovator himself. Not only is he a 
person who is accustomed to conceiving and 
developing, new: ideas of his own, he reinforces 

this tendency in his staff. Unfortunately, it is 
not uncommon to find innovative leaders who 
destroy their own effect1veness as leaders by 
being more jealous than proud of subordinates 
who are innovative. 

(Becker, 1970; Howard, 1967; Roberts and 
Larsen, 1971; Schmuck, 1968; Mackie and 
Christensen, 1967.) 

ORGANIZATION MEMBERS - the adminis~ 
trator/practitioner can facilitate innovative
ness through the recruitment of persons who 
can be identified as "early adophlrs." Or, in 
promoting the adoption of the specin.c change, 
he can increase the probability of its acceptance 
by selecting "early adopter" types for his staff 
to help with launching innovation. These fac
tors have been found to be characteristic of 
innovative persons: 

They are bright, usually more so than the 
average employee. 

They enjoy rather high respect and status 
among the staff members. . 

They are 'Iauthentic"; that is; they are peo
ple who seem to be comfortable in presenting 
themselves as they really are. 

Despite the respect most of them enjoy they 
are nevertheless deviants from the rest of 
their group. 

By the same token most of them are not 
buddy-huddy with .others. Rather, there is a 
certain comfortable, non-hostile, independence 
about them, 

They: are "cosmopolite"-their interests ex
tend far beyond the local facility. They seize 
opportunities to attend national meetings and 
to talk with persons with broader variety of 
settings. 

They are persons who have had positive ex
perienc~ in the past with change. 

They, are either younger or older than most 
of the other staff members. It seems t() be the 
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tion, An open System has been defined as being 
(1) democratic (2) flexible (3) promotes exten
sive participation all levels of employees (4) 
mutual trust among organization members ex
ists, and (5) commtluication is three-way; that 
is, workers at subordinate levels do not simply 
:receive orders in memoranda from above. They 
do feedback to management levels and intern~ 
any to other parts of the' organization their own 
responses and inputs to the operation. 

middle-aged staff member who.is least willing 

to change. They are really not too successful -in the 
organization. Logically enough; the person who 
has a "plum' of a position can hardly help 
preferring tr) maintain the status quo. 

They are secure; they assume that their use
fulness to the organization does not depend 
upon their being excessively conforming or 

compliant. 
(Coleman, Katz and Menzel, 1966; Katz, 

1961; McClelland, 1968; Rogers, 1962; Rogers 
and Shoemaker, 1971.) 

Time for problem-solving and change relate~ 
activities is another factor which contributes 
to a self-renewing organizational climate. 

Goals that are clear to the members of an 
organization and reasonably well accepted by 
members of the organization plus feedback of 
performance of progress in relation to those 
goals constitute another key ingredient in the 
formula f01' healthy, self-renewing organiza-

THE SUPRA SYSTEM - Ce'rtainly no one who 
has run any program needs to be reminded of 
how important his supervisor,board, commis
sioners, or legislators are when it comes to 
considering change. Perhaps one of the most 
difficult jobs the innovative leader faces is 
working with his "supra system" around prob
lems of conflicting values, economic restraints, 
or simply disinclinations to accept change. The 
community in which a mental health facility 
lies may, in itself, prescribe the degree of in
novativeness that will be tolerated. In one 
study irom the educational field, the investi
gators found that innovativeness is significant-
ly more common in schools that are located in 
urban, well-to-do, liberal neighborhoods. 

BENEFICIARIES - ProbablY the most im
portant persons to consider in change are the 
organization's clients-those to whom the 
change presumably will be a benefit in the 
ultimate sense. Increasingly, clients of mental 
health services are having more to say about 
their needs and what is being offered to meet 
them, The literature on change offers little in 
this respect, but it seems an. incontestably wise 
idea to cOllsult with represiIJu'tatives most likely 
to be affected by change, even if they are not 
the decision-maker& or activators of the 
change. Subsequent evaluation should be car
ried out to determine whether t1fe change has 
actually resulted in a benefit to the client popu-

lation. 

tion. An organization climate that encourages and 
rewards problem-sensing, continual challenge, 
and review of role_performance and operating 
practices , . , serves to support an open-minded 
willingness to consider neW ideas. A basic 
requisite for r,reating such an organizational 
climate is consistent administrative support 
plus rewards. Colleague-support is a second 

requisite. 

Organizational Factors 
OPEN SYSTEM' ~ Highly associated with in
novativeness is the "openness" of an organiza-

TEAM MANAGEMENT - Blake's "Manage
rial Grid" describes coordinates between man
agement's concern for production, on the one 
hand, or concern for people on the other. Exclt,", 
sive concern for production leads to "task man
agement"-regarding employees as machines 
for processing orders into needed tasks. But 
concern for people in the extreme leads to 
"country club management"-preoccupation 
with trying 'to keep all employees happy and 
free irom pressure. In neither extreme can 
innovativen~sS take place. "Team management" 
by contrast embraces both clear awarenesS of 
goals to be achieved and human rights and 
needs of the organization members.Participa
tion in decision-making~in the identification 
and solution of organizational problems~by all 
persons concerned, is conducive toward readi
ness to change, (Costello and Zalki'nd, 1963; 
Greiner, 1967; Havelock, 1969; Miles, 1965; 
Thompston, 1965; Watson and Glaser, 1965.) 
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MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES 
health organizations in part' I - Mental 
vunerable t ICU ar seem to be 
rather' tha: ~a~~gement ~hat adheres to style 
objectives Th . e purSUIt of clearly defined 
familiar t~ m~ 1 easons ~or this are probably 
field B t'f st people m the mental health 
inno~a:ve 1 we. ca~ draw from research on 
th I' ?rgamzatlOns outside mental health 

e conc USIOn would be that th' , 
gram leader pushes the clarifi e ~ore the pro-
UI'able, objectives the more likel~a t~:t ~f ~eas-
ment m services will be adopted. mplove-

RE~EAR.CH AND EVALUATI . 
zatIOns which pJace emph '. ON .. - Orgam
their own problem ' aSIS on researching 
which ev I areas and resources, and 
oJ! sp 'fi a uate progress toward achievement 

J. eCI c goals, have been fo d t b 
innovativ,e than those that do ~~t, 0 e more 

COMPETITION - A ., • 'J . . n orgamzatlOn that has 
SImI ar organizations with which 't 
pare itself (or with which 't' 1 can com-th ). 1 IS compared b ~o ~~~ f~~l more innovative than outfits th~ 

a sense of competition, 

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER SEATS 
more a leader shares hI'S - The 
a
.' . power-along WI'th 
sSIgnmg responsib'l'ty '. th~ power the 1 1. commensurate with 

- more mnov t' h' tion will be, a lVe IS organiza-

INDT,iiPENDENCE P 
c
l
esslvelY del)endent upon r~::~~~t ~~~ are h

ex
-

on have been found t b . :1' ec e-o e non-mnovatIVe. 

Introducing Change 
There are several steps which tl . 

person can ob t' Ie program 
that . h serve 0 Increase the likelihood 

a c ange toward improvement w'n b 
smoothly adopted: 1 e 

~DOPT A SET FOR INNOVATIVENESS 
e aware of the need for ch -

to. identify areas of practice ~~g~hi~h b~ able 
mlght mean improvement S . c ange 
indication that ch .' ometlmes the first 
more explicit tha ange IS needed is. nothing 

. n a vague and nagg' 
of dIssatisfaction~ mg sense 

ne!e o~p:~~mpi~~:t. aboutd·the . possible effective-
13 ., Ices an procedures 

and ea::ihr:g to take the time for f~ct-finding 
..... y~Is .... and be resistant to the pres-

sure for crash programs to correct proble 
Be non-defensive-admit that th . ms. 

change does not necessaril e need for 
not done his' b' y mean that one has 
from cOlleague!O an~l~~~o!~eoturage criticism 

(C t 
' ma es. 

ar wrIght 1962' D k Greiner 1967: H l' y ~ns, et al., 1964' , , ave ock 1969' K t 

Spicer, 1952.) " ogan, 1963; 

IDENTIFY PERCEIVED NE ., 
a need that is clearly . EDS-Begm WIth 
,:ho are to be invoIV::ri~I~~~ by the persons 

. tImes patience may b . change, Some-
ness of the need is b e, req~Ired while aware-
instances the wiser co~~~! ofe:e~~ped, In some 
wait for a need to b 't' I c IOn may be to e erl ICa Chan I . 
more readil b ' . ge usual y IS 
situations. y IOllght about during crisis 

USE CONSULTATION user wishes t - When a potential 
of a change i: geX~IOre the P?ssi?le desirability 
he might call in

o
: ~~:s~~::~z(tlOnt~r practice, 

agent) at anyone of a numbero~fo st er c~ange 
change process (to hel . d' eps In the 
seek the solution to ' p : entIfy the needs, to 
evaluate it after' it :;nP ~ment the, change, to 
or he might use as een put mto effect) 
from start to finis~heH~on~~ltant t~r?ughout, 
acts to the ch' w e practItIoner re-

H 
ange agent depends on' 

• ow th ." . e presence of the consult., t· . terp t d t . ..n .IS In-re e 0 the professionals in th 
• agency (~y. the administrator). e user 

The practItIOner's perception of h th 
consultant is there-what eff~ct m'rg~t h:

e 

pres;~~e t~lave on their professional rol~: 
h
· .. t c IO.n . , , status? What might they 

ave 0 gam by th 
h

. '. e successful outcome of 
IS mIssIOn? . . 

(Costello and Zalkind 1963' G 1959' L..t .' ,uetzkow , lppl t and Havelock 1968' H ' 
lock, 1970.) " ave-

~EARN WHAT OTHERS HAVE DONE 
nce a practitioner ( • ~ 

has identified a probl~~ gr~p of practitioners) 
or illuminated by r w

h 
Ich can be resolved 

to know if e~earc , he usually wants 
carried out ~fnynoatPPhhcable research has been 
'. ' I ow can the as ' t 
a research-oriented expert be ~Isdance of 
dertake such a " acqUIre to un~ 
methods of kee~in~~~rYt? h(Son:e ' suggested 

~ ouc WIth past and 
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an idea, it is only reasonable that involvement 
will be less than enthusiastic, current research are given in the NIMH publi

cation Sources of Informa.tion and How to Use 
Then~.) In ,addition, the practitioner rnay find 

it helpful to~ ~" 
Seek out experts in the field for advice. 

• Attend professional meetings and confer .. 
ences (and corne prepared with inforrna
tion about who is to speak, and in what 
special ways they ca.n help with the probe .. 

CONSIDER REJECT10NS - In attempting to 
enlist the support of co11eagues, it is usefUl to 
be aware of some of the recognizable rea~ons 
underlying rejection. An innovation may be 

rejected because of: 
• Ignorance-it is unknown or too complex 

to be understood. 

larn the practitioner has in rnind). 
• Default-it is known but the practitioner 

is not interested in using it. 
Take part in workshops (and be prepared 
to share his innovations with others as 
well as to find out what they have to offer), 

• Keep in touch with the full range of pro
fessional literature ; keep in mind that 
significant innovations come not onlY' frorn 
research but frorn other practitioners as 

well, 
(Cooper and Archambault, 1968; Kaplan, 
1958; Klein, 1968; Lippitt and Havelock, 
1969; Watson and Glaser, 1965,) 

SENSE REAOTIONS :..- The practitioner ought 
to be prepared to 'carry out critical self-exam
ination (and examination of colleagues and 
subordinates) to see what the reaction is to the 

, prospect of change, 
• Is it viewed as-hazardous? 
• Is the inclination to postpone action in the 

hope that t!:'l,e trouble (that is, the situa
tion that naens changing) will go away? 

• Is a scapegoat sought ' , , the boss? . . , 
government agency? . ' . the community? 
. . . rather than tackling the problem 
through some form of change? 
(Judson, 1966; Mann and Neff, 1961; 
Thompson, 1965; Watl~on and Glaser, 

1965,) 
SENSE IMP ACT --- The practitioner will find 

, it useful to asseSS the impact of an innovation 
not only in terms of how it will affect him 
professionally, .. and his organization', .. but 
also how it will affect the ultim(Lte consumer, 
hisc1ients/patients~ Thei?' feedback shottld be 
invited. (Criswell, 1969; Evans and Leppmann. 

1968.) 
LEGITIMIZE - Arrange for the endorsement 
of "legitiInizel's" and opinion leaders within 
the organiozation. Unles~ the leaders to whom 
st~ff members ate responsible are in favor of 
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• Societal mores-it is not accepted within 
the context of the practitioner's society., 

• Interpersonal relationships-one's frie~lds 
are not· using it. 

• ErroneouS logic-a seemingly rational but 
actuallY unfounded reason is given for the 

rejection, 
• Fulfillment-practitioner feels that prob-

lem has already been solved; hence innova-

,tionis unnecessary. 
• Experience-practitioner has already tried 

new technique and feels that it has failed. 
• Competing priorities-the 'Potential adopt

ers or implementors feel tot) preoccupied 
by other demands on their time, energy or 
resources. (Eicholz, 1963; Eicholz and 

Rogers, 1964.) 
RECOGNIZE P ARTIGIP ANTS - See that all 
persons who are involved in.the change receive 
a "slice of the action." Again l · the techniques 
discussed under 'METHOD,$ may be usefully 
employed at this point. Resistences need to be 
given special attention, But it is. wise to recog
nize that some resistences Ate quite rational 
and should be given most serIouS consideration. 
For example, it may be that what is being done 
no,~ really is not so ineffective that it must be 
replac.ed. Resources to support the new change. 
may.be so heavily burdened that other parts of 
the program will suffer. Deep values of those 
affected by the change may be.yiqlated,·On the 
other hand, thereal'e. certain irrational factors 
that can be worlted through:·Most members of 
an organization prefer to adopt -a neW tech
nique that they feel they have invented· them
selves. This. can often be do:ne by simply put~ 
ting forth a few of the principles ,that are 
essential to the proposed change, inviting staff 
tOtlse these as, parts of the kit with whiclt 

Adoption-01'ganizationa7 h 
th " ~ c ange 

ey could taIlor the innovation to' fit . 
stances of their own or '.' 1 clrcum
consideration ga~Izabon. The primary 
are hlvolved 'i:ft~~u:::~a;s ~hatPerso~s who 
ward for the' . c ange receIve re
It is th : lr part m some form or another. 

e mventIveness, of the leader in ' 
methods to reward staff th t nndmg 
critical element of all' :h may b~ the. most 
mentation of change to~~rd .e effectlve m~ple-Improved serVICes. 

TRAINING . 'l'h ft' ly considering ad: Pt~ac 1 fIOner .who is serious-
.'. pIon 0 an mnovati 1 

:::,:~t con~ider tbe need to invest in skil~~r:i~~ 
or re evant members of his staff ' 

proper application of the innovation M III the 
perlences of failure in ut.I.... . . any ex-f ' " 1 I .. mg a new Idea st 
t~~r;: l~~~e~t~ o~ unskil~ed.application, rat~: 
Sometimes othe~s~in~erlt :n the. innovation. 
beyoi'ld skill train in s of m-servlce traini?g 
tate the effective ad!p~ay ~e :eeded. to faClli
tivity training' IOn. 0 ~ ange, I.e., sensi-

t 
., .' orgamzatlonal lab t 

rammg' pro'ble' 'd t.ft . . ora ory . , m-I en 1 catIOn d 
solving training, (Bennis and ;nh . problem-
Chesler and Fox 1967' J _ ~ eI.n, 1969; 
Schmuck, 1968;' Shartie, u;:6:~d LIPPItt, 1966; 

" LISTEN - The I'nt d t' , 1'0 uc IOn of ch 
qUIres an increase in c ., ange re-
opportunities to confer °Wmhmumcatlbon and in 

. ., , . en mem ers of 
orgamzatlon are confronted 'th h an 
they perceive as im t WI . a c ange that 
but about which t~~r ~nt to them personally 
information. rumors Yb 0 not have ade.quate 

d 
" ecome more pI' 1 t 

an moreeasily'accept d Th eva en h ' . e. ese rumors 
owever, be usefl),l in identifying th ,~an, 

~i::~s about, which people want more
e 
i~~~~~: 

GRADUAL CHANGE I" so put the h' '. . :- f It IS feasible to do 
I , C ange mto effect . d II' 

.institute it as' a pilot pr ' t gra t
ua ~. I~eal1y, 

cations c~n become evi~::t' so hat Its lropli
practitione;rs who will be d! notlt. o.nly to the 
't b t· . ",' Irec y mvolved i 
I, ,u, to th(llrcotleagues wh· n 
later date becom" 0 may at some 
introductjon of :111~nVOnloVv· ed

t
· .. .(\ ~'~age-by -stage 

~ ,.' a Ion gIve"s the re-

search ut'l' t· 1 u?;a Ion specialist and th d" 
trator of the user' . e a mIms-agency an . t· 
observe unanticipated s'd ff oppor umty to 
rect where necessar l e ,e ects-and to cor-

P
roach thY' VOId all-or-nothing ap 

o c an6'e; it tend t t: . -
and heighten th s 0 s Iffen reSIstance 

. e sense of tnreat. 

SOFTEN INTRODUCTION 
tor or practitioner . - The administra-
he can make it easi"'~~~r WIsh 1 to. consider how 
setting to absorb wan . peop.e. Ill the practice 
strategies: ~nnovatIOn. Suggested 

• Watch for shifts in status and d h 
can be done t ...• 0 w at t . 0 mlmmlze threats and b I 
s e~ professIonal self-esteem 0 -

If mnovation increases . k 
this by relievin .. wor load, offset 
th . , g practltIOners of some of 

ell' routme duties. 
• Provide opportunity for "dry run" f 

~rocedures and practices, so that st~ff ~:: 
, ave t~e exp~rlence of working with th 
mnovatIOn WIthout fear of fail e 
If possible, introduce the ch ure.. 
PlroJ'tect, so that total opera~~~ei:snoatPdll,ot 
oca ed by .t. lS-I .., ana so that if ·t t 

out to be advisable t d ' 1 urns 
of the ch 0 0 so, the effects 
1964' C an~e can be reversed. (Bright 
1963: Ha;elh, 1967; Costello and Zalkind' 

, a pert, 1966' Havelock 1969' H ' 
ard, 1967.) , " ow-

PARTIAL CHANGE 
fronted with a prom' .- ,If an~gency is con-
dicapped by inad Ismg mnovatIOn but is han
into effect or ;quate re~ources for putting it 
(which may be i: or~~Izational inflexibility 
tioner can look fo~ose ~ statute), ~he practi
on a piecemeal basi:aYSa 0 I u~e t?e mnovation 
unit, one ward - pp ymg It to only. one 
limited numbe; ~/:~e~ed group of patients, a 
and Taylor, 1969.) a members, etc. (Glaser 

EVALUATE - Once th . 
put into practice those e ;nnovation has been 
should be given ~. ch w 0 are affected by it 
suggest modification:.

nce 
to evalul1te it and to 
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CHECKLIST FOR CHANGE 

A Comprehensive Behavioral Model 

So far, we have considered the findings and 
,prillciples on change ,according to (1) their 
logical relatedness, or (2) their sequence in 
steps apvised to bring ab9ut the desired modi
fication' of services. But clustering what is 
lmo'wn does not necessarily subtend all factors 
that may be relevant to detennining whether 
change will then take place. For that reason, 
the ChecrJist on Change will l\e based upon a 
hehavioral, thl\!ory-b.ased model. A bit more 
effort lIDay be t\ecessary to comprehend such a 
model initially than is true of a logical clu.~ter
ing. On the othe!t" hand, there ~u'e four distinct 
advantages to thitlking about change according 
to a coml,>rehensive model: , 

(1) It provides ~\ meaning from which one 
can draw his own specific methods of' change 
according to a situation. 

(2) It allows a rational selection of change 
techniques rathel' than the trial and error 
~pplications of. recommended steps. 

(3) An adequate model should encompass 
all variables that are ''necessary and sufficient" 
to account for the phen.omenon. If this model 
precludes overlooking important determinants 
is adequate then it provides a ·framework that 
of change that should be considered. 

(4) A behavioral model based upon the field 
of leal'ning research-as this one will be-lends 
itself to extensive refinement of highly effec
tive change determinants. 

A Quick Look at the Basic Behavioral 
Formula, 

B == E. + T + So + «P + g.) D x C) -' I 
B == Behavior which the desired chllnge rep

resents. in this instance let B equal seek
ing help' at a community mental health 
center. 

E. = One's self-expectancy-values, life styles, 
etc. Turning to others for help is con
. sistent with the seeker's self-concept. 

T == Timing. Middle-of-the nigh~ panic is the 
sudden problem .. Lastevenmg a staff 
member discussed the center's sa"Vices 
at PTA. Timing brings the two together 
in association. 

S. = Stimulus conditions. The environmental 
circumstances have a great deal to· do 
with whether specified behavior will or 
can occur. The presence of the sp~er 
from the center becomes part of the pic
ture. 

P == The pattern for the behavior.P is the idea • 
or the information that one must have 
to perform: the behavior. Information 
was given last evening about how to re
quest help, where to go, what to pay. 
Without this patterning, the behaviors 
cannot occur, For tftat reason, P isa 
multiplier. 

H. = Habit strength. This refers to the tend
ency to engage in a· specitieq behavior, 
because similar behaviors .have beenre
warding in the past. The seeker r~calls 
having been helped by doctors before. 
The speaker's words made relief sound 
quite likely. > 

D = Drive. It is probably a safe generaliza
tion to say that no behai-ior initiaUyoc
curs without some motivation. In tllis 
case the motivat<~r is, the pain of the 
panic, 

o = Capacity to perfonn the behavior. Trans., 
portation to the center is possible.. Fu~~s 
for payment of fees are avaUable. C .is 
another multiplier because if it reaches 
zero the behavior could not occur. 

I = Inhibitors. This is one ot the tpemost im
portant variables in considering behavior. 
It reXlresents all competing behavioral 
proclivities' at the tim~ounter-anxie.; 
ties,pr~)duct-loss events, etc. It is (CI;' 
which is commonly helped througb de~en-
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sitization or, in learning jargon, experi~ 
mental extinction. In this instance, the 
seeker has no inhibitions. overbalancing 
the preceding seven infiuencers. He will 
go to the center for help, according to 

y ;::: Yield---The perceived likelihood that 
there will be some payoff to following the 
pattern of behavior. (Habit strength) 

Application of the model in the adoption 
of a new service technique 

this formula. 
This illustration has drawn upon indi-

vidual behavior; however, it is support
able that organizational behavior re
sponds to the same influences, broadly 
considered. To a large extent, determina
tion of the probabaity that any specified 
change will occur is a purpose of the 
formula. Application of learning tech
niques-such as instrumental and oper
ant conditioning, experimental extinc
tion, generalization,transfer of training, 
cognitive learning, drive manipulation, 
modification of stimulus conditions
anow increasing the likelihood that 
specified change will accur. Other ap
proaches, of course, such as sensitivity 
trai.ning toward work with expectancy, 
or the application of refined communica~ 
tion technology to patte'rns, also can help 
to usher desired change, as outlined in 
the preceding section of this manual. 

A VICTORY - '£he behavioral model for 
change expressed in learning theory terms may 
be a bit more than most wish to recall and use 
in everyday change efforts, So here it is con
verted into a recallable acronym: 

B;:::A VICTORY 

(All factors may interact and overlap with 
one another) 

Glaser and'Ross (1971) studied the process 
of introduction of a new service technique to 
potential users. The new service is a "weekend 
hospital," employing saturational group ther
apy, a marathon approach. The program is de
signed to help persons so precariously adjusted 
that they need intensive help, yet who because 
of job or family responsibilities are quite un':' 
able to accept inpatient or day patient statuS. 
Research on the approach found it to be highly 
effective in terms of treatment outcome. 
ABILITY _ The adoption of the weekend 
hospital calls for two kinds of resources: (1) 
staff competence in conducting marathon ther
apy; (2) $6,000 to $9,ooo£or staff time and 
incidental costs in cycling one group of patients. 
As it turns. out, very little is found in the 
research utilization literature about a.biUty, 
yet Glaser and Ross found that even such mod
est resource requirements as' these constituted 
perhaps the greatest deterrent to the adoption 

of the program. 
VALUES _ In facilities where most ·staff mem~ 
bel'S had family responsibilities on weekends, 
there was understandable disinclination to vol
unteer to take on such a heavy commitment 
(16 weekends from Friday evening to Sun
day afternoon) ,Because of past training or 
personal disinclinations some otherwise poten
tial therapists responded negatively to the idea 
of marathon group therapy. 

13 ;::: Behavior 
A ;::: Ability to carry out the change, (Capaci-

ty in the behavioral formula.) 

INFORMATION - Despite good traditional 
dissemination of project results, on the week
end hospital, very fe," potential ~sers had 
£amili~rity: with it-an all-to-~ommon finding 
abou~ the impact of traditional .disslilmination! 
But the special diffusion aftel1ward soon ren
dered the information cleady: known by more 
than ;half the potential user. group; . .It posed ~o 
great proplems in terms of com!J1u'nication. In 
fact'l the :project was selected at the outset 
partly. be<:at\seinformation about the technique 
aeemed to. meet most of the requirements for 
utilizable research outlined in this manual. 

V ;::: Values that give purpose, direction, per-
ception.8'. (Self-expectancy) , 

I ;::: Ide~,or in!otmatioll,that forms a pat
tern of behavior, (Pattern) 

C :: Citcumstances which prevail at the time. 
(Stimulus conditions) 

T == Tinting.' ' l ' 

o ;::: Obligation, the felt need, or motivation 
to act. (Drive) 

R :::Resistances as they are relevant to the 
desired change. (Inhibitors) 
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Checklist for change 

CiRCUMSTANCEq C . J. '-' - ommumt t 
health centers that d y men al 
grams found themsel carr! ay hospital pro
provide the ves m a good position to 

necessary S t' 1 for the weekend h 't pa Ia arrangements 
such facilities foun~s~~:~, !u,t t~ose without 
really were not cond' t ell' CIrcumstances . uClVe 0 adopt' f 
program. Also d' t IOn 0 the 
proved to be a 'rel:~:nnce f~om ~ommunities 
Centers servin t varymg CIrcumstance. 
a hi h ~ suburban neighborhoods with 

g proporbon of fami! 't 
prospects for adoption. y um s were better 

TIMING - Th changes toward eprC;~:or: observation is that 
inclined to take I g m hlmprovement are less 
is occurring sucl~ ::ew en no unusual event 
recruitment'of new st:;ht~ngeb~f ,d~rectors, the 
funding source etc Th 'f ~ ~h amm~ of a new 
idea was pres~nted e ac at an mnovative 
facilities was insuffic;~n~t~ff .~f mental health 
change in most instances, m 1 self to usher in 

OBLIGATION T 
was viewed as ;-wel~: Weeken? h~spital idea 
health f 'l't me solubon If a mental 

aCI 1 y was' pres d 't 
load of the sorts of se. WI h a ~eavy case 
served best-those w~atIents the mnovation 
afloat" wI'th t' t ,0 could barely "stay 

au m enSlve h 1 b 
unable to leave their I e p ut ~ho wel'e 
during the week. But u~~ es fo~ ~?sPltaIization 
P

ressed to d ess faCIlIties were hard 
o something b t t . 

motivation to employ' thisa. 0: t' hat group the 
ably was slight S so u IOn understand-
interested sim~l; o:~ p~rst~n~, of course, were 
to be innovative and 0 ell'. natural drives progreSSIve. 

RESISTANCES -'- A· . 
inhibitor to adoption /~~her understandable 
was consideration of ~h "e ~eekend hospital 
term refers to what . e IdPlhoduct-l0SS,"This. 

. wou ave to b . 
uP. m order to provI'de th ,e gIven 
th 

e resources t . 't' 
e new progrl1m' . S· 0 1m late . .omeone would h ·t . 

up something. If all of th t ave 0 gIve 
this point are'sufficientl e 0 her factors up to 
consideratio.rJ would n tYbstrong, of cQurse, that 

th 
0 e enough to .. 

. J e adoption. ,The fact th J overcome 
in all ca .. . . at va~ues were not 

k ses, entirely consonant with· , k' ' 
wee ends or en~aging in marathQ:h gro:;~~::' 

apy amounted to one ki d . . 
lessened the probab Tt n f of re~l&tanee that 

1 1 Y 0 adoption. 

YIELD - The result f th 
weekend hospital co S 0 e research on the 
pect of greater effect~entlY p~esented the pros-

k
' d Iveness m serving t' 
m s of patients St'll d b eel' am 

by many potentiai uselr' b ou ts were expressed s ecause the p . t h 
not been cross-replicated . rOJec ad 
similar to those at tl ' under- c~rcu1nstances 
They were not s leIl' respecbve facilities. 
that great, On th~r:t~ha~ th~ yield would be all 
"promises" of yields oe; ;n ,there were subtle 
viduals who gain re : ,ersonal sort for indi
ahead w'th ' :rar s Just for their moving 

GI 1 mnovatIve experiences 
. aser and Ross presented b' 
m research utilizaf . D ~ so ermg lesson 
their dissemination I~~d d ~Pl~e the fact that 
exemplary, and that th 1 ~s:on efforts were 
rector, Dr, Frank Vern l~' or~g~n~l pr?ject di
pital, Olive View ' a IS 0 lIve VIew Hos
job in devel . ' CalIf., had done an excellent 
tion, the tra~r~;c:;dd f~~s~archi~?, t~e innova
results of th' he utI1lzatIon of the 

IS research re ' 
Indeed the world doe mams verT modest. 
path to the d f s. not necessarIly beat a 
mousetrap. oor 0 a man who builds a better 

A review of the factors d t " 
as set forth in the A VICTO~~mmmg change, 
to see in retrospect why th' model, helps us 
nationwide adoption f th

el 
e was such feeble 

~ospital idea. If NIMHohad :se~~~~hY week;nd 
lme at the outset of th . IS as a gUIde-

. ably stilI would h e proJect, the grant prob-
efforts could have ~:e been fund~d i however, 
of the fact en m4de to render certain 
effective a~~~t~~re fco::ucive to efficient and 
Mental H lth S ~ e results, (N ow fOl' 

ea erVlces R h ' ' 
ported by the Institute ~~earc pr?Ject~ sup-
used as a guide in th" ' e checklIst WIll be 

1 
' '" processeS of prop 1 

su tatton review r ' osa con-
Th h

' kI' ' Ialson, and diffusion,) 
e· c ec 1St may 'd son 'th provl e the program per 

WI one way of look' 'th • 
on desired modific t' mg WI . a fresh view 
tions. Used with fle~.~~~t of Sel'VICe~ or' opera· 
the viewpoint of one!slo~ a?d co.nsldered from 
list should assist in piI t' SItuatIOn, the check· 
transitions A ? mg .smoother and surer 

, s a qUIck gu'd ·t person to fIe. 1 enables a 

of ~he key :e~:r~i::~~~o~~de~c:t:~:~~!hmost 
whlCh have been found to b' t ange e ImpOl' ant so far. 
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"A CHECKLIST FOR CHANGE 
THROUGH RESEARCH UTILIZATION 

This checklist is intended to serve as a. guide 
rather than as an outline for a syst~mabc plan 
to bring about change. All f~ctors mteract, so 
that a given manipulation to mcrease the prob-
ability of desired results could influence more 
than one factor. 

ABILITY 
Are staff skills and knowledge appro-

-p-r-ia-t-e-to accommodate the desired change? 
Are fiscal and physical resources ade----quate for the change? 

VALUES . 
Is the change consonant with the SOCIal, 

religioUS, political, ethnic values of the bene-

ficiaries? . ' 
Is the change consonant WIth the phI-

-lo-s-o-p~h-ies and policies of the program support-

ers? 
Is the change consonant with the per-

s-o-n-a-l-a-nd professional values of sta~? . 
Is the top man in the organ17.atlon m 

-su-p-p-or-t of the desired change? . 
Are the characteristics of the orgaTIl-

~3.tion such as to render change likely? 

INFORMATION . 
Is information on the deSIred change 

~lear?·'· .. 'd b 
Does information about the 1 ea ear 

-cl-o-s-e-,r-elevance to the improvemen~ needed? 
Is the idea behind the deSIred change 

-o-n-e-t-h-at is "tryable," observable, of demon-
strated advantage, etc.? 

30 

CIRCUMSTANCES .' . 
Are conditions at this settmg sImIlar 

• to those where the idea was demonstrated to 
be effective? 

Does the present situation seem to be 
-c-on-d-u-c-ive to successful adoption of this par-
ticular plan? 

TIMING . /" l' nt Is this a propitious tUlle to Imp eme ---
this plan? 

Are other events going on or about to 
-o-cc-u-r-w-hieh could bear on the response to t~is 
change? 

OBLIGATION . 
Has the need for thIS change been 

ascertained through sound evaluation? 
Has the need for this change been com

-p-a-re-d-with other needs in this program? 

RESIST ANCES ".... th~. 
Have all reasons for n{)~, adoptmg •. ) ---change been considered? . 
Has consideration been given to wh~t 

'may have to be abandoned if this plan IS 
launched? 

Has consideration been given to aU who ---would lose in this change? 

YIEJ..ID . b t Has the soundness of eVIdence a ,ou ' 
the benefits of this proposal been carefully 
assessed? . . 

Have possible indirect rewards for th1s 
chang; been examined? 
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